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The new government seems desperately willing to get now
what did not achieve in the last decade


It is expected that BoJ will formalize (during the week of 21st January) the move to an even
more aggressive monetary easing program …



The institution will announce the upping of its inflation target from 1% to 2%…



… not bad, considering that deflation has been present in 12 of the last 13 years, and that
the only year with inflation level “above” zero was in 2008, with prices rising a paltry 1.37%.



We also expect officials will announce open-ended asset purchases tomorrow, amounting to
JPY4 trillion per month.



Therefore it is time for reflection. If BoJ has been unable to reflate the economy after
countless QE programs … What will have to do in order to accelerate prices at a 2% pace?



Honestly, I can not imagine the degree of aggressiveness in monetary expansion but … what
I’m sure is that this is not going to feel great to JPY.
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How far and how fast the JPY can depreciate.


HOW FAR? Viewing the graph,
you can bet. Considering global
aspects affecting mostly to
developed economies, and
particularly in Japan, our bet is
above 140, with the possibility of
reaching the 170 level again.
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HOW FAST? We consider that a
rapid & disorderly JPY depreciation
will inflict a severe pain on various
business segments and households in
the form of a much higher import
prices. Steel producers (with a high
energy dependence) or Chemicals
(net importers) will suffer if pace of
depreciation continues with the
intensity of recent weeks. We expect
momentum to ease with BoJ seeking
a more managed weakening. This
could well be a 3-5 years process
before reaching the targets
mentioned.
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Why Short JPY vs EUR (and not vs USD)
1. Japan has Europe’s export champions in its
crosshairs.
2. Germany is a major trade competitor.
3. Japan has recently announced that it would use
some of its foreign exchange reserves to buy euro
denominated bonds in an explicit move to weaken
the yen.
4. In a currency war, Japan has more ammunition. If
Shinzo Abe does get the BoJ to adopt more radical
measures (and given the dynamics in Japanese
exports & current account this seems all the more
likely –see the charts-) it is conceivable that the euro
may bear all the weight.
Why? It is simply a question of “money supply
power”. ECB is straitjacketed with far more
restrictions than BOJ.
5. EMU Financial conditions are improving …
broadening the perception that a systemic crisis in
the euro region is easing.
6. The magnitude and the scope for action is ample. In
1Q2011 the JPY dropped by 14% vs EUR, and in
1Q2012 lost a 13%. Neither of these moves
appeared to hurt EMU exports.
7. According to OECD, the yen remains nearly a 9%
overvalued against the euro.

Sources: Bank of Japan, Factset, Gavekal
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Legal Disclaimer

All the sections in this publication have been prepared by the team of analysts from the financial institution.
The views expressed in this document are based on the assessment of public and private information. These reports contain evaluations of a technical
and subjective nature on economic data and relevant social and political factors, from which the financial institution’s analysts have extracted, evaluated
and summarized the information they believe to be the most objective, subsequently agreeing upon and drawing up reasonable opinions on the issues
analysed herein.
The opinions and estimates in this document are based on the market events and conditions that took place before the publication of this document, and
therefore cannot be determining factors in the evaluation of future events that take place after its publication.
The financial institution may hold views on financial instruments that differ completely or partially from the general market consensus. The market indices
chosen have been selected following the exclusive criteria that the financial institution regards as most appropriate.
The financial institution cannot in any way guarantee that the predictions or events given in this document will take place, and expressly reminds readers
that any past performances mentioned do not in any circumstances imply future returns; that the investments analysed may not be suitable for all
investors; that investments can fluctuate over time in terms of their share price and value; and that any changes that might occur to interest rates or
currency exchange rates are other factors that may also make it unadvisable to follow the opinions expressed herein.
This document cannot be regarded, under any circumstances, as an offer or proposal to buy the financial products or instruments that may have been
mentioned, and all the information herein is for guidance purposes and should not be regarded as the only relevant factor when it comes to making a
decision to proceed with a specific investment.
This document does not, therefore, analyse any other determining factors for properly appraising the decision to make a specific investment, such as the
risk profile of the investor, his/her knowledge, experience and financial situation, the duration or the higher or lower liquidity of the investment in
question. Consequently, investors are responsible for seeking and obtaining the appropriate financial advice in order to assess the risks, costs and other
characteristics of any investments they wish to make.
The financial institution cannot accept any responsibility for the accuracy or suitability of the evaluations or estimates of the models used in the
valuations in this document, or any possible errors or omissions that may have been made when preparing this document.
The financial institution reserves the right to change the information in this document at any time, whether partially or in full.

Source: Capital Economics

